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S U P P O R T E D  B Y  K O A L A

E C O

Take 25% Off Koala Eco's Range Of Good-For-The-Planet

Cleaning Products!

M O T H E R ' S  D A Y  M U S T  H AV E S

Koala Eco have been a staple in the TDF office for a few years now…  and
you might also recognise them from the Sustainable Design shortlist in last
year’s TDF + Laminex Design Awards. Suffice to say, we’re BIG fans of this

brilliant Sydney based start-up!

These vegan, cruelty-free products contain no toxic chemicals or synthetic
fragrances, and harness the natural hygiene properties found in native

plants like lemon myrtle, eucalyptus, tea tree and peppermint. Stocking your
kitchen, bathroom and laundry with these divine-smelling, all-natural
products really does inject a little moment of lux, into your everyday.

As a special offer for TDF readers (and their mums!), Koala Eco is offering
25% off all products by using the code TDF25 at checkout until Monday,
May 3rd, 2021. So, hop to it  – but a word of warning, one you use Koala

Eco… you’ll never go back to your old ways!
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Gift Collection - 2 Pack | Lemon Scented Eucalyptus & Rosemary

KOALA ECO / $35.06

Natural Hand Sanitiser | Lemon

Scented Tea Tree

KOALA ECO / $19.95

Bamboo Scrubbing Brush

KOALA ECO / $9.90

Natural Dish Soap

KOALA ECO / $14.95

Natural Hand and Surface Spray |

Rosalina & Peppermint

KOALA ECO / $10.95

Natural Room Spray

KOALA ECO / $16.95

Natural Fruit and Vegetable Wash

KOALA ECO / $12.95

Natural Multi-Purpose Bathroom

Cleaner

KOALA ECO / $12.95

Natural Glass Cleaner

KOALA ECO / $12.95

Kitchen Collection | 4 Pack

KOALA ECO / $49.13
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Gift Collection - 2 Pack | Lemon Scented Eucalyptus & Rosemary

KOALA ECO / $35.06

Best Seller Collection | 6 Pack

KOALA ECO / $72.56

Natural Hand Wash | Lemon Scented

Eucalyptus & Rosemary

KOALA ECO / $16.95

Natural Hand and Body Lotion |

Lemon Scented Eucalyptus &

Rosemary

KOALA ECO / $19.95

Koala Eco’s range of cleaning and home products is plant-based, biodegradable

and completely non-toxic. The Sydney-based brand relies on the natural

antibacterial properties of Australian native flora to replace harsh industry-

standard chemicals. The packaging is also 100% recycled, whilst also being

designed to be reused, with the company offering a refill option on nearly all their

products.

In the TDF office, we can’t get enough of the Natural Multi-Purpose Kitchen

Cleaner for its calming Lemon Myrtle and Mandarin scent (and the fact that it

actually works) – it makes the office kitchen smell like a day spa! We’re also big

fans of the uplifting Australian Pink Grapefruit and Peppermint room spray.

Now that we’re all living with a constant supply of sanitiser, the Lemon Scented

Tea Tree & Tea Tree hand sanitiser is an absolute winner – it won’t leave you with

that strong chemical smell or dry out your hands like others do. Similarly, the

natural hand wash with Lemon Scented Eucalyptus and Rosemary cleanses and

protects. Top it off with the hand and body lotion and you’ve got a perfect set!

With gift packs starting from $35.06, Koala Eco offers a little everyday luxury (for

you or Mum!), at a surprisingly affordable price.

Koala Eco Mother’s Day Must Haves offer:

25% off when you use the discount code TDF25 at the Koala Eco online store

checkout. Offer excludes already discounted or bundled items. One code use per

customer. Valid until Monday 3rd May, 2021.

Lucy Feagins

Thursday 22nd April 2021
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